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INTRODUCTION 
This paper presents a comparative study of two different boundary integral equation 
(BIE) formulations applicable to eddy current (EC) problems. 
In many electromagnetism (EM) works for both EM scattering and EC problems, the 
Stratton-Chu BIE formulation has been used extensively for problem solving [1]. It is well-
known that this formulation can provide accurate solutions when the problem involves 
bodies bounded by smooth surfaces. However, when geometrical singularities such as 
edges and holes are present, the formulation requires special treatments of the edge-like 
singularities in order to model the EM phenomena properly in the singularity regions [2]. 
Worse, there is no single method for treating all kinds of geometry, and each type of 
geometrical singularity requires a specific treatment. 
Recently, an extended use of the scalar magnetic potential method via continuation has 
been proposed by one of the authors (N. N.). It has been shown that the BIE formulation 
based on this extended magnetic potential is valid for, and applicable to, quasi-static 
phenomena such as EC problems [3,4]. The present paper primarily concerns numerical 
tests of the extended magnetic potential (EMP) method, in comparison with the SC results. 
Specifically, the two formulations were applied to smooth surfaces and edges, and some of 
the numerical results are presented here. A significant result is that, while the potential 
method can accurately model the edge effects without paying special attention to the edge, 
the Stratton-Chu formulation without special attention to edges does not reproduce the 
correct edge effects. 
In the following section, we will give the two sets of the governing BIEs, one for the 
SC and the other for the EMP formulations. The subsequent section describes numerical 
results of the two methods applied to a smooth surface specimen, and then to an edge 
specimen. The last section is for concluding remarks. The validation of the computed 
results against experimental data will be discussed only briefly since the subject will be 
presented in another paper [5] . 
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GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
Stratton-Chu BIEs 
First, we will present BIEs for the SC formulation. The following equations are 
essentially the same as in the original paper [1], except that the normal components of the 
fields are replaced by the curls of the tangential fields and hence that the following contain 
only tangential E and H fields. 
iip x H(p) = iip X Hcoil (p) + iip xV p x r (ii x H(q) )Ge(p,q)dS q JSH 
- .j" iip xV p xV p x Is. (ii x E(q) )Ge(p,q)dSq , 
iipxH(p)=-iipxVpxr (iiXH(q))GJp,q)dS q JSH 
+ ~; iip xV p xV p x Is. (iix E(q))GJp,q)dS q , 
iip x E(p) = -iip x V p x f (ii x E(q))Gj(p,q)dSq 
SH 
- ~; iip xVp xVp x Is. (iix H(q))Gj(p,q)dSq , 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
where Gu is a scalar Green's function of either external or internal region (a.=e or i), ii is 
the outward unit normal, E is the electric field, and H is the magnetic field. 
We consider the following as the characteristic features of the Stratton-Chu 
Formulation: (a) It is the most commonly used BIE approach for electromagnetic 
modeling. (b) The unknowns are surface tangential field vectors. (c) Interface condition 
dictates that the tangential fields must be continuous across the boundary. (d) On smooth 
bounding surfaces where normals are uniquely defined, such interface conditions are well-
defined. (e) At edges where the normals and the tangentials are not uniquely defined, the 
interface conditions imposed on the tangential fields are ill-defined. As a consequence, 
special treatments are needed for problems with geometrical singularities such as edges, 
comers and holes. 
Magnetic Potential BIEs 
In comparison, the EMP formulation starts with the following set of the BIEs: 
fsdS [(-dnG)'¥+ (dnGo)'¥p +G(~-IBn -hn)]=O, (4) 
fsdS[{-dn (G - Go )}'¥ + G(~ -IBn - hn)- Go (~~IBn - H~O»)] = 0, (5) 
iip ·fsdS[{V(G-Go)}x(iixH(O»)-(VG)hn +(VGo)H~O) + (VGo)(h n _H~O») 
-k2G(~:: -ii'¥ )]=0, (6) 
iip x JsdS[{V(G-GJ}X(fiXH(O»)-(VG)h n +(VGo)H~O) -k2G(~:: -fi'¥ )]=0,(7) 
where G is again scalar Green's function, ii is the outward-directed normal vector, ii(O) is 
the H-field produced by the coil in the absence of the cores, and '¥ is the scalar magnetic 
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potential. They are related to the total magnetic field H via H = H(O) + V~ in the air 
region, and via H = Ii + V~ in the metal region, where Ii is an auxiliary vector field. 
As described in References [3,4], the potential ~ in conducting medium is a continuous 
extension of ~ in air. Collectively, the interface conditions are uniformly of the form, 
~,Bn = continuous. (8) 
Notice that Equation (8) does not contain the tangential-field continuity conditions, and 
hence that it remains well-defined at edge-like singularities. This is why, we think, the 
method is amenable to the conventional element technique, requiring no special treatments 
of edge nodes. 
COMPARISON BY NUMERICAL COMPUTATIONS 
Flat Geometry 
We will first present the numerical results for induced eddy current on flat-surface 
specimens. The surface E fields were computed by both the SC and EMP formulations, 
and the results are plotted in Figure 1 for comparison. The excellent agreements between 
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Figure 1. Computed eddy current distributions on flat specimen surfaces. Plots (A) and 
(B) illustrate the real parts of the E field vectors, while (C) and (D) are for imaginary parts. 
The SC results (A) and (C) are virtually identical to the EMP results (B) and (D), as they lie 
on top of each other when plotted simultaneously .. 
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Figure 2. Plots showing the real parts of the E field vectors in the vicinity of the straight 
edge. Plots (A) and (A') are obtained from the SC formulas, while (B) and (B') are given 
by the EMP method. The EMP result shows a high concentration of the eddy current along 
the edge. 
the two sets of the results indicate the validity and accuracy of the two formulations, when 
applied to smooth surface specimens. 
Edge Geometry 
Next, we will show that the two formulations give different results for edge geometry. 
Figures 2 and 3 shows the plots of the E field results in the vicinity of a straight edge. 
Figure 2 is for the real parts, and Figure 3 shows the imaginary parts. Both contains two 
different perspective views. 
The comparisons indicate that the EMP method remains to give intuitively correct E-
field results along the edge, while the SC method yield unphysical EC flow pointing away 
from the edge direction. 
We will include a further evidence here in favor of the EMP method. It is given by the 
edge impedance signals and their comparison with measurement data. (See Reference [5] 
for experimental work.) Figure 4 contains the impedance plots as functions of the coil 
location relative to the edge position. The plots are real parts of the edge impedance 
computed from the two sets of the field results, and are compared with measurement data. 
Clearly, the EMP results agree with the data better than the SC results do. 
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Figure 3. Similar surface E-field vector plots for imaginary parts. Plots (C) and (C') are the 
SC results, while (D) and (D') are from the EMP method. In the EMP results, the E vectors 
on the edge points approximately along the edge direction, as they should. However, some 
of the corresponding vectors in the SC results clearly point wrong directions, flowing away 
from the specimen surface, that are unphysical. 
Based on these comparisons, we conclude that, although the two formulations are 
equally valid for smooth surface specimens, the EMP works generally better than the SC 
approach when dealing with edge geometry. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
As described in INTRODUCTION, measurement models implementing the two BIE 
formulations into the BEM algorithm have been established. 
The two models were first applied to a smooth specimen surface. It is found that the 
two yield virtually identical results, confirming the accuracies of the methods when applied 
to smooth surfaces. 
The two measurement models were then applied to edge geometry. The extended 
magnetic potential method predicted eddy currents flowing parallel to the edge, which is 
expected. The computed edge impedance signal also agreed with measurement data. On 
the contrary, the model based on the SC formulation failed in both accounts, predicting 
eddy currents flowing out of the surface near the edge. The predicted impedance signals 
deviated from the data also. 
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Figure 4. Edge impedance signals. The real parts of the probe impedance are plotted in 
comparison among various theory results and measurement data. An Al block was used as 
a edge specimen (cr = 2.587 x 107 S/m), and an air-core coil was used as an EC probe. 
(The coil inner radius=0.53 mm, the outer radius=l.31 mm, the coil height=2.93 mm, and 
has 235 turns.) The probe frequency is 200 Khz. The EMP results agree with the data 
better than those from the SC formula. 
These numerical results indicate that the EMP method is more suitable than the SC 
approach for EC measurement models applicable to edge-like geometrical singularities. 
It is presumably possible to revive the SC method in edge regions if one treats the edge 
nodes carefully and differently, e.g., imposing extra boundary conditions[2]. The alternative 
is to use the potential method as it does not require any special treatment of edge nodes. 
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